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Editorial

The start of the summer season signals a busy period 

for the SERAPID Teammates around the world.  

One of the main activities will be dedicated to 

meeting face to face, our Customers and prospective 

Customers during two major events; for the Aerospace 

Industry, SIAE (Paris Le Bourget Tradeshow) and for the 

Entertainment Industry, STAGE|SET|SCENERY (Berlin). 

We are confident that our presence in both Paris 

and Berlin will allow us to get ever closer to a better 

understanding of our clients needs and expectations.  

On another note, we are pleased to announce that 

we now have a Sales Partner in Poland, who is well 

placed to address our Customers in the region. Rest 

assured that the SERAPID Team will be supporting BSC 

Solutions in their effort to provide the best services, 

quality products and solutions.   

Have a good read!
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Dear Readers,

Event: SERAPID exhibits 
and presents at the S|S|S 
Conference
SERAPID is exhibiting at 
STAGE|SET|SCENERY in Berlin from 
18 – 20 June in hall 21 / booth 117. 
In addition, we will also participate in 
the parallel symposium with a lecture 
about the ‘SERAPID QSX system for hall 
transformation of large event venues 
and the advantages of curved seat 
rows’. Make a note of the date on 18 
June 2019 | RoundTable 21!

SERAPID Eventpodium / AgendaP2

SERAPID France: renewal 
of ISO 9001 certification
Thanks to the professionalism, the com-
mitment and the determination of its 
team, SERAPID France passed the  
ISO 9001 version 2015 renewal.   
This Quality Management System 
guarantees that the organization of 
SERAPID is oriented towards customer 
satisfaction. 

Brilliant Stages: The show must go on!
Brilliant Stages has its origins in a business that was 

formed over 30 years ago and has been building 

spectacular stage sets for live events and music shows 

for some time. Their manufacturing facility is based in 

Production Park in Wakefield, West Yorkshire.  

SERAPID UK’s relationship with Brilliant Stages came 

about through an introduction by one of our long-

standing clients; James Wheelwright of J & C Joel 

who introduced us to Brilliant’s Ben Brooks who was 

already familiar with our technology. Since then, 

SERAPID has become a major supplier providing the 

LinkLift and other varieties of Rigid Chains.   

Brilliant Stages have pushed our technology to the 

limits, most notably on the current Take That tour 

where some LinkLift 80 units previously used for 

the Beyoncé tour have been recycled, modified and 

re-deployed; two are being installed as new rising 

scissor lifts with integral travelators and four are 

utilised within the standard vertical lifting element 

of the ‘eyeball’ main centrepiece of the stage set. 

The front pair of LinkLifts on this platform, were 

designed to tilt the platform to a 45° angle (tested 

by SERAPID during technical rehearsals).   

There are 2 RollBeam 60 (client modified) chain drives 

New sales partner: 
BSC Solutions

New sales partner in Poland: In the 
future, BSC Solution Sp.zo.o. based in 
Warsaw, will be our strategic partner to 
sell the SERAPID product range exclu-
sively in Poland and will be co-respon-
sible for the further expansion of sales 
activities in the Baltic States, Belarus 
and the Ukraine.

Entertainment

for the Upper ‘D’ tilting operations.   

All the above lifts and drives, currently in 

use around the world on tours, will come 

back to Brilliant Stages premises in Wakefield 

to be maintained and recommissioned 

for future productions in 2019 and beyond.  

The most recent successes have been: -  

Beyoncé – On the road tour; 2018   

Sam Smith – The Thrill of it tour; 2018  

Mumford & Son – Delta tour; 2019  

Shawn Mendes – 2019 tour  

Take That – Odyssey Tour; current  

Spice Girls – Spice World Tour; current



SERAPID is the originator of push chain technology and has optimised, 

modified and diversified its Rigid Chain technology for use in the most 

diverse markets and continuously develops new types and new products. 

As a result, SERAPID has not only made a name for itself in industry but 

in the past 20+ years has become a well-known name in stage and event 

technology.       

In 2015 SERAPID received a request from Frontline Rigging & Motion, 

a full-service company providing automation solutions for local and 

international productions and events, and Stageco Nederland, an 

international stage design company, who together were looking for 

a reliable, robust ‘non-hydraulic’ scissor lift that could withstand the 

rigors of a touring production.     

Until then, no other company in the industry had met the requirements 

of a trouble-free system for dynamic concert performance. Hydraulic 

solutions were out of the question due to disadvantages in terms of 

temperature susceptibility, potential for oil leakage and difficulties in 

the complex synchronisation of multiple platforms.   

SERAPID took up the challenge and, together with Frontline, developed a 

compact standardised event hub platform with a footprint of 1.4 x 1.9 m. 

and a closed transport height of 500 mm. The system is powered by two 

LinkLift 50 drives and lifts payloads up to 1300 kg over a distance of 2.8 m 

at a freely variable speed of up to 500 mm / s.  The EventPodium meets 

the requirements of DIN 56950 and is compatible with the Layher event 

system. The optional controller has a DMX interface.
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Agenda 2019

SIAE Air Show 
June 17 to 23  
Paris, France 
Booth N°D-18, hall 4

Individual podiums can be controlled just as easily as several (up 

to 24), and can run synchronously or alternately, making for easy 

integration into the sequence of events and performances. Like 

all rigid chain lift systems, this lifting platform achieves a repeat 

accuracy of ± 1 mm and allows a position-stable start-up without 

rebound and has unlimited holding of position.     

This powerful system offers a wide range of applications for events 

of all kinds: concerts or live events, as an event lift on stage, 

presentation platforms or even as a camera pedestal for music or sports 

events, and everything that art can provide as an idea.   

In all respects, we have been able to meet the specifications of Frontline 

Rigging & Motion and Stageco Nederland customers. Our event podium is 

now a reliable part of Frontline’s rental fleet and is known as the eZ-Rize. 

They are are already in use in various productions, corporate and other live 

events in the Netherlands and abroad.

Industry

DSEI defence & security 
trade show  
Sept. 10 to 13  
London, UK  
Booth N7-438 

Industry

Entertainment

Automotive Manufacturing 
Techno. Show - AMTS 
July 03 to 06   
Shanghai, China  
Booth N°H11, hall W2

Industry

League of American Historic 
Theaters conference - LHAT  
July 14 to 17   
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Passenger Lift
for a Mercedes store

Moscow based Panda Lift LLC is a leading manu-
facturer of hydraulic lifting equipment and 
produces a variety of lifts; automobile, cargo, 
industrial and freight elevators; and counts 
among its customers some of the biggest names 
in the automobile industry, from Volkswagen to 
Audi and Lamborghini. This project is a low-rise 
open-cabin passenger lift for a Mercedes 
dealer’s showroom.

For this project, Panda Lift decided to forgo 
hydraulics and instead chose a SERAPID RCT 
LinkLift system. Using RCT with its compact attri-
butes maximises the existing pit space and still 
provides the lift capacity needed. As with all 
SERAPID systems, the lift is purely electromecha-
nical, easy to maintain and without the risk of 
fluid leakage.

The beautifully finished lift holds 1-5 people, 
is 3m2/10sqft in diameter and is built to EN81 
standards. 

Rigid chain makes event technology mobile

STAGE|SET|SCENERY trade show  
June 18 to 20  
Berlin, Germany  
Booth N°117, hall 21 

Entertainment

EntertainmentProlight trade show  
Sept. 12 to 14 
Moscow, Russia  
Booth N°A25, hall 4 

Specifications
platform surface 3m2/10sqft
platform weight 2200kg/5000lbs
load 700kg/1500lbs
stroke 5400mm
LinkLift type (2 columns) LinkLift 80
frequency of use 5x per day max
motor speed 950rpm

Russia


